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THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS:
Dear Old Friends,
Happy Ramadan to you all. May Allah
(SWT) Grant all our fasting and allow us
to do maximum righteous deeds in this
holy month of Ramadan. This is the holy
month in which most of us try to donate
Zakat Money. ORCA has a Zakat Fund
account to disburse the money of the
ORCA members who find it difficult to do
it themselves particularly the overseas
members. In doing so, ORCA has another
added advantage that the money could be
utilized in the ORCA humanitarian
institutions like ORCA (Orphanage) Home
at Chittagong, ORCA village at
Moktarpur. The money is disbursed by
Senior ORCA members who are
religiously of sound background and have
adequate knowledge to decide whether a
particular project qualifies to enjoy Zakat
Money
On the other hand ORCA (Orphanage)
Home needs fund badly to ensure its very
existence. The present recurring expenses
of this noble project is about Tk. 20,000.00
per month, which has been so far running
solely on the personal contributions of the
ORCA Chittagong chapter members!!
With 8 (eight) orphans the ORCA Home
has already embarked its glorious journey
recently. I do congratulate the Chittagong
chapter members who have been taking
unlimited pains in materializing this noble
venture. Now it is our turn to ensure its
onward forward march.
ORCA further needs money to distribute
winter cloths among the needy people
around RCC.
I would therefore request all of you to
channel your Zakat Money or any of your
private donations to the ORCA Zakat Fund
in the following account: - ORCA Zakat
Fund, SB A/C No. 34020363, National
Bank Ltd., Elephant Road Branch, Dhaka,
Bangladesh.
By doing so not only will you be clearing
off your religious obligations but also shall
you be upholding the cause of the ORCA
noble institutions.
With all my best wishes.
(ENGR. M. SIDDIQUR RAHMAN) 2/53

ORCA President

Novemebr,2001
General Secretary: Munjur Faruk Chowdhury
(12/696)
ORCA Chittagong Chapter:
President: Lutfe Mowla S.M. Ayub (2/61)
General Secretary: Waliul Maroof Matin (11/592)

REUNION 2002
Fever Is On!
Countdown Starts!!
Countdown for Reunion 2002 has already
started! We have just 100 days ahead to
reach our cherished destination of the green
meadows of RCC campus in the vicinity of
the old Mokterpur village overlooking the
ever-flowing river the Padma. After a long
gap of about five years inshallah we are once
again going to reunite ourselves and
rejuvenate the old naughty days we have left
behind the RCC campus.
The college authority has simultaneously
started their preparation to receive their
distinguished guests in their old traditional
way of hospitality. ORCA EC along with
sixteen other committees are right now
engaged in the overall preparation of this
grand occasion. A good number of ORCA
overseas members are expected to participate
this time. ORCA office at New Elephant
road is now jam packed round the clock in
preparing for the reunion. So come and join
the procession and raise the temperature of
fever further up by registering your name in
the reunion list right now.

Committees Formed
Advisory Committee:
Major (Rtd.) Taneem Hasan (1/18)
Abdul Moyeed (2/43)
F.A.M. Khurshid )2/51)
Major (Rtd.) Muhammad T. Mowla (2/58)
Dr. Mijanur Rahman (4/152)
A.K.M. Ulfat Hossain (4/191)
Mofazzal Hossain (10/567)
Re-union Organizing Committee:
ORCA Executive Committee and Batch
Representatives along with Chapter President and
General Secretary will act as the Re-union
Organizing Committee.
ORCA Rajshahi Chapter:
President: Md. Shamsur Rahman Polin (10/534)

Functional
Conveners:

Committees

and

1. Accomodation:
Ferdous Alam (4/177)
2. Audit & Accounts:
Major A M Mahtabur Rahman (3/129)
3. Blood Donation & Social welfare:

N E A Shibly (6/284)
4. Cultural: Syed Mosharraf Ali (2/50)
5. Decoration: Md. Shamsur Rahman (Polin)
(10/534)
6. Emergency Medical Services:
Dr. Shaheen Chowdhury (1/3)
7. Finance: Aminul Islam Bhuiyan (1/258)
8. Food: Habib Rais Uddin Ahmed (8/428)
9. Gift and Salable Item: Shah Alam (Selim)
(9/494)
10. Invitation and Reception:
Dr.Mahfuzul Haque (1/29)
11. Photography and other Exposition:
Mostafizur Rahman Dulal (10/554)
12. Registration: Amir Hossain (1/20)
13. Souvenir :
Dr. Abul Kalam Saiful Majid (2/41)
14. Sports:
Engr. Anisur Rahman Mazumder (2/40)
15. Supplement and Publicity:
Dr. Ahsanul Kabir ( 2/36)
16. Transportation
Dr. S. M. Saleh Uddin, PhD (2/67)

The chief of Army staff Lieutauant
General Haroon-Or-Rashid , BP, RCDS
Psc, is being presented ORCA crest
by ORCA president, Engn, M .
Siddiqur Rahman for his voluntarily
donating blood in the blood
donation ceremony held in the
ORCA-PEPSI concert in the Army
Stadium dhaka.

1st Runner-up: Harun (21/1159)
2nd Runner-up: Abul Hasanat (bachhu) (9/477)

ORCA
NEWS

BLOOD

FOR

LIFE

Hopefully by this time, you are all well
acquainted with the concept and purpose of
ORCA Blood for Life. But before
commencing its operation, finding a suitable
place was a key issue to be solved. Thank to
Almighty; we finally got the most suitable
and easily accessible office space for OBL,
the 2nd floor of ORCA office at 250 New
Elephant Road. Recruitment of its office
bearers are now going on and hopefully OBL
will go into full operation by the end of this
year. But only the office space or office
bearers could not deliver the anticipated
service towards our community without a
sufficient number of committed Blood
Donors. So it is your turn now to show the
true ORCA spirit by filling up the ‘Donor
Registration Form’ and send it back to the
ORCA office by the first week of December.
We hope that all the ORCA members will
come forward to take up the challenge by
becoming himself a donor and at the same
time, encouraging his close associates to
become donors. Hopefully all of you have
already received the OBL registration form
by this time, so please be quick in your
response.

INDOOR GAMES
COMPETITION
The indoor games and cultural competition
for this year brought great pleasure and
enjoyment for ORCA members and the
families. Like the other years, this year also
there were three branches of competitions,
for ORCA members, for bhabies and for
ORCA kids. The competition was held from .
The indoor games competitions were held on
17, 18 And 19th October 2001 at the extended
ORCA office of 2nd floor of 250 Elephant
Road and the prize giving ceremony and
cultural competition was held on 19th
October at Planning & Development
Academy. The program was a very
successful
one.
Gratefully
do
we
acknowledge that 13th batch had sponsored
the program!
The result of the competitions:

The result of the Indoor Games
competitions:
Chess:
Champion: Shahriar (16/1416)

Table Tennis:
Singles:
Champion: Inam(Bablu) (7/349)
1st Runner-up: Noor (15/850)
2nd Runner-up: Razeev (30/1643)
Doubles:
Champion: Inam (Bablu)(7/349) & Noor (15/850)
Runner-up: Atik (28/1508) & Sajed (30/1610)
Bray:
Champion: Rashed (27/1451)
1st Runner-up: Engr. M Siddiqur Rahman (2/53)
2nd Runner-up: Akikul (27/1480)
Bridge:
Champion: Ashiq (27/1466) & Firoz (27/1464)
Runner-up: Abu Hannan Md. Delowar Hossain
Carom:
Singles:
Champion: Rezaul Karim (14/799)
1st Runner-up: Shahriar (26/1416)
2nd Runner-up: Akikul (27/1460)
Doubles:
Champion: Rezaul Karim (14/799) & Ashraful
Islam (17/934)
Runner-up: Shahriar (26/1416) & Kamal (26/1414)

Result Of ORCA Next Generation:
Chess:
Champion: Prium, s/o C A H Bacchu (9/477)
Runner-up: Redwan s/o Inam (bablu) ( 7/349)
Table Tennis:
Champion: Prium, s/o C A H Bacchu (9/477)
Runner-up: Redwan s/o Inam (bablu) ( 7/349)

ORCA Bhabies:
Ludu:
Champion: Mrs Shamim Ahmed (21/1174)
Runner-up: Mrs Amir Hossain (1/20)
Drawing
Group A
1st: Redwan s/o Inam (bablu) ( 7/349)
2nd: Ishmam Rafid s/o Shafiul Alam(9/447)
3rd: Farhana Mona d/o Mahtab (3/129)
Group B
1st: Mayeesha F. Khan d/o Enamul Haque Khan (
7/ 349)
2nd: Alif Rayan s/o Saiful Islam ( 10/ 576 )
3rd: Rusha d/o Shafiul Alam ( 9/447 )
Song:
Modern/ Band
1st: Hrithi d/oAminul Haque ( 81415 )
2nd: Sabrina d/o Jakaria ( 1/33 )
Deshatabodhok / Palligiti / Rabindra / Nazrul
1st: Dia s/o Aminul Haque ( 8/415 )
2nd: Alinda s/o Hasan Amin ( 7/346 )
3rd: Hia d/o Mahbub ( 6/309 )

RECEPTION OF 32nd BATCH
ORCA had a Get-together on 6th July
2001 at Planning & Development
Academy to receive 32nd batch. Besides
the reception the carrier counseling of
newly passed out 32nd batch was held.
ORCA President Siddiqur Rahman
conducted this phase. The speakers of
this carrier counseling were Dr Ahsanul
Kabir (2/36), Dr. A K Saiful Mazid

(2/41), Dr. Jabbar Khan (16/866) and a
guest speaker from Australia and also
some other ORCA members. After the
counseling, the reception of 32nd Batch
started. There was also a blood donation
program that day.
Saiful Islam (32/1742), Abu Md. Mastafa
Kamal, Nasim Ahmmed, Munira Rahat, Md.
Rashedul Alam (32/1716), Md. Samiul
Hossain, Md. Ahsamul Haque Khan, A.K.M.
Faisal Habib (32/1699), Md. Mamunul
Haque (32/1745), Md. Shah Salaluddin,
Shahed Ahmad (32/1739), Saleh Md. Ayuib
Zinna (9/459), Md. Kamrul Haque
(32/1740), Md. Alinur Reza (32/1725),
Rezwan Arif (32/1741), Shatil (32/1718),
Mirza Md. Lutful Hadeile (32/1746), Md.
Fazle Rabbi (32/1712), Tanmoy Talukder
(32/1709), Md. Raihanul Islam (32/1703),
Md. Monjurul Anowar (32/1711), Touhid
Mahmud (32/1734)
Sayek Md. Anzer Arefin Siddique (32/1701),
Md. Saiful Momen (22/1224), Sarwar
A.S.M. Iftekhrul Haque (21/1126), Md. Abu
Zafor (29/1574)

ORCA CHITTAGONG
CHAPTER NEWS
ORCA Chittagong chapter has done a great
job. They have opened an orphanage in
Chittagong named ORCA home. Mrs. Lutfe
Mowla, wife of Mr. Lutfe mowla, President
ORCA Chittagong Chapter ceremonially
opened the ORCA home. Engr. M Siddiqur
Rahman, President ORCA and Mr. Lutfe
Mowla, President Chittagong chapter were
present along with many other ORCA
member at that time.
Currently eight
orphans are there in ORCA home. General
people have highly appreciated the noble
venture of ORCA. Full credit goes to ORCA
Chittagong chapter. May Allah (SWT) give
us the strength to uphold the image of

ORCA by doing such humanitarian jobs.

was awarded gold medal for his outstanding
contribution in academics. May his soul rest
in Jannat-ul Ferdous.

Bakiatullah Sir Is no more
Mr. Md. Bokiatullah ex Principal of Rajshahi
Cadet College has expired on …..( inna
lillahi……. rajeun). His Qulkhani was held
at his residence at Binodpur, Rajshahi where
he breathed his last. ORCA senior members
including the ORCA President from Dhaka
attended the Qulkhani.
Mr. Md. Bokiatullah was the first ever
Bangali Principal to take over RCC as
principal during the pre-liberation period. He

BATCH NEWS
1st Batch:
Shaikh Abdul Hamid (1/1): The ExGeneral Secretary of ORCA came to
Bangladesh recently. He attended the
General Meeting at 30th September and
regularly visited ORCA office on
Thursday’s. Thanks for your supports for
ORCA.
Sadequl Islam (1/4): Visited Bangladesh
recently from Canada. He arranged a Gettogether for first batch at his newly
completed 5-storied house. He has completed
a book ‘The Textile and Clothing Industry of
Bangladesh” He desires to continue
contributing ORCA.
M. Golam Towhid (1/6) : The Air
Commodore is now posted at Russia. His son
is now also ORCA member of 32nd Batch.
Monwar Hossain (1/9): The director of T &
T has suffered from jondis. By the grace of
Almighty Allah he is now recovering.
M. Alauddin Chowdhury (1/12):The Air
Commodore completed his N.D.C. Course.
Shah Alam (1/16): The very sincere member
of ORCA lost his son recently. May Allah
give them the strength bear the shock and
lets pay so that the departed soul may rest in
Zannat ul ferdous.
M. Taneem Hasan (1/18): Recently faced
an operation. He is OK now. He is
continuing his regular monthly contribution
for ORCA. We are expecting a lot for ReUnion from you.
Ali Ahsan (1/26): The Lt. Colonel recently
completed an U. N. mission. Now he is in
Dhaka Cantonment.
Thanks for you
generosity to commit a handsome
contribution for ORCA.
Mahfuzul Haq (1/29): Has moved to his
newly purchased luxurious flat.
Please

remember the percentage of ORCA. Thanks
a lot for his active role for the Re-Union
2002 as Convener, Invitation and Reception
Committee.
Shah Zakaria (1/33) : Is now extremely
busy with construction of his own house at
D.O.H.S. May Allah allow him to commit a
piece of land for ORCA. Thanks for your
active participation in ORCA. How is about
the percentage of ORCA?
Aminul Islam Bhuiyan (1/258): Is posted at
E.R.D. as Deputy Secretary and counting
days to be posted. He went U.K. for a two
months training.
Zahirul Alam (1/264): Is now consultant of
election commission.

2nd Batch:
Engr. Zahid Hasan Khan (2/45): Has
recently taken over as “Director, operations”
one of the key positions of Bangladesh T &
T Board. Congratulations!!. Zahid Bhai
extends all his hands to boast up ORCA.
Recently he has ensured another two
Telephone lines for ORCA Blood for Life
(OBL). Unlimited thanks to him for all his
kind gestures.
Major (Rtd.) Muhammed Talebul Mowla
(2/58): His Bar-B-Q-Tonite is again talk of
the town for marketing the most delicious
iftar items of the city. Well-done Mowla
Bhai.
Major (Rtd.) Sayeed Eskandor (2/63): The
First ORCA member to be in the Parliament
who has been elected uncontested from Feni
constituency. Congratulations!! We still
remmember his initiative to take the
Priminister as chief guest for the SilverJubilee Re-Union.

3rd Batch:
Humaun Kabir (3/77): posted to Rajshahi
recently as GM Agrani Bank.
Khairul Alam (3/78) Daughter of Belal bhai
expired recently. (Inna lillahe Rajeun)
Mirza HussainHaider (3/99): has been
appointed as justice in Supreme Court. The
first justice ORCA member. Congratulations
for achieving such a distinguished post. The
entire ORCA is proud of you. Please keep it
up.
Rezaul Hasan (3/101): came to Bangladesh
recently. He has joined `Save the Children’.
Aminul Islam (3/109): came to Bangladesh
recently.
Kh. Abu Hannan (3/112): has retired from
Bangladesh Army.
Akhter Masud (3/115) has been blessed
with a daughter recently.
AM Mahtabur Rahman (3/129) has retired
from Bangladesh Army. His father is
seriously ill. Please pray for him. He has
been assigned another delicate responsibility
as convener of ORCA Audit and Accounts
committee.
Dr. M Abdul Awal (3/381): has settled in
Banhladesh. Now he is teaching in NSU and
working with T & T.

4th Batch:
Aminul Karim (4/149): Has successfully
completed
his
N.D.C.
course.
Congratulations! He is now posted at
National Defense College senior Directing
staff.
Istiaque Ahmed Karen (4/155) : Is now the
Deputy Secretary General of Bangladesh
Olympic Association. Thanks you for
committing lot of Advertisement for ORCA
Souvenir. We are still waiting for table

Tennis Table after wring space from
October.
Zakiul (4/158) : Recently attended a seminar
in Norway.
Ferdous Alam (4/177) : Has been promoted
as director. He is working in Bangladesh
Railway.
Ferdous Hasan Khan (4/200) : The
Brigadier
General
has
successfully
completed N.D.C. Course. He is on the way
to be posted at S.I. & T, Sylhet.
Thanks to 4th Batch for presenting a
computer to ORCA. We specially
congratulate Sarwar Bhai (4/151) for
taking the initiative.

5th Batch:
Dr. Halimur Rashid Khan (5/216):
Recently visited Bangladesh. He has a Mega
Project in mind that is likely to benefit
ORCA members.
Firoz Hossain (5/220): He worked for long
in Iran as doctor and has now settled in New
Zeland.
Saifullah Hashem (5/221) : He has moved
into his own luxurious Apartment at
Dhanmondi. He has now recovered after a
stroke by the grace of Almighty.
Shamim Sakoor (5/222) : Has been in
Dhaka for some time and taught at the North
South University. He has now gone back to
his own Massey University in Newzeland.
Sufi Haider Zulfiqur Rahman (5/245) :
Has joined the rich men club as he has
purchased an Apartment in Dilu Road,
Mogbazar. Percentage of ORCA or at lest
LTS?

6th Batch:
Mridha Md. Asaduzzaman 6/270: Has
gone to Saudi Arabia to perform Umra.
Lt. Col. Sharif Uddin 6/279: Is coming
back from UN peace keeping assignment
from Sierra Leon on 12th Dec, 2001.
Lt. Col. Humayun Kabir 6/302: Posted to
SSF very recently to provide personal
security to VVIPs’.
Khandakar A Sami 6/311: Joined as PS to
honorable Minster of Energy.

7th Batch:
A B M Tayeful Islam (Dulal) (7/332): Has
been promoted to colonel. He is now posted
at D.G.F.I. Savar.
Alhaj S M Shakil Akhter (7/333): Has gone
to Canada for a short visit. ORCA expects a
lot from him for the coming Re-union.
Mohammad Ali Khan (7/339): The active
member of ORCA is now pasted at
Chittagong.
Hasan Ameen (7/346): Is now posted at
Institute of Health Technology, Pabna.

Mahfuzul Haq (7/354): The Deputy
Secretary is now outside Bangladesh for two
years study leave.
Fazle Qader (7/356): Has left Army after
completing U.N. Mission.
Sanwar Dito (7/359): Came to Bangladesh
just for one day during the Election Period.
AZM Fazlur Rahman (7/362): Has been
promoted to colonel and now posted at
Mymensingh.
Shahjahan Ali Sirajee (7/363): Has opened
a new jewelry shop. He is yet to declare a
price cut for ORCA members. Thanks a lot
for do the declaration of Re-union gift.
Mahmudul Haq (7/364): Is busy with a
construction work.

8th Batch:
A S S M Zahurul Hoque (Dulal) (8/389):
Last year, he did a Diploma on
Environmental Law from the American
University in Washington DC. Upon his
return from the USA he had been annoyed
with the “environmental pollution” in the big
metropolis (Dhaka). At last Allah almighty
was kind to have him transferred to Dinajpur
(where there are lots of greenery) as Joint
District Judge.
Noor Mohammad (8/391): LGED
Executive Engineer at Khulna. Just returned
from another short course from Thailand
following his MS from the UK last year.
Dr. Masud Nasir (Tonu) (8/392): Has been
transferred to Eye Department of Sadar
Hospital, Rajshahi from the Civil Surgeon’s
Office.
Maj. Saidul Alam Sarker (Pintu) (8/394):
Leaving Army soon; now in LPR. No
concrete news on his future plans.
Mostafa Kamal (Rumi) (8/395): Ex ADC at
Laxmipur has now moved to Dhaka being
transferred to Ministry of Finance as Senior
Asst. Secretary. Related or not, Bhabi has
recovered from her leg injuries by the grace
of God after moving to Dhaka.
ABM Anwarul Islam (8/396): As per last
information, he was District Fisheries Officer
(In-Charge) at Natore.
Md. Mizanur Rahman (Minar) (8/397):
Living in USA. At last he has an extended
family being blessed with a son recently.
M. Motaharul –Ul- Islam (8/398): Same as
before; Manager at Quasem Drycells, One
daughter (Nisha, 11Yr)
Major Hasan Iqbal (Rtd.) Isc. (8/399):
Completed his MBA (Convocation on 15-112001) awarded by Trinity University. This
comes on the hill of son Asif Iqbal’s brilliant
performance at HSC exams (Passed Out 18th
Batch of Pabna Cadet College; obtained 885
Marks Total and 100 out of 100 in
Mathematics which is a record for Pabna

Cadet College). Shabash Baaba! Shabash
Betaa!
Firoz Ahmed (8/400): After long last friends
(Major Habib & Alamgir) got hold of him.
He is doing business in Rajshahi. Lives
happily at Hetem Kha. Has 2 Sons; 6 Years
& 4 Years.
Dr. A S M Mahmud Hasan (8/401):
Shuttling between private practice at
Naogaon (on weekly holidays) and job as
Associate Professor (Pathology) at National
Institute of Ophthalmology (Eye Hospital),
Sher-e-Bangla Nagar, DHAKA-1207.
Dr. Mahmud Hossain (Shachchu) (8/403):
Leading life as a successful and caring doctor
at Bogra. However, does not care much for
friends; long time, no news, no see!
Dr. Md. Shah Nawaz (8/404) – Cardiologist
in Bogra. Doing good business with Cardiac
Affairs of the Heart! Recently transferred to
Bogra’s Mohammad Ali Medical College
and Hospital.
Lt. Col. Mirza Md. Monzur Kader (8/408):
Now Astt. Adjutant & Quarter Master
General at 55 Infantry Division, Jessore.
Shahiduzzaman Khan (Ranju) (8/409):
Has recently been transferred to a new
project of Petro Bangla (Project office is in
Dhaka).
Kazi Abdur Rahman (8/411): Has left
Oxford Int’l. School and joined BAF
Shaheen English Medium School.
Dr. Mizanur Rahman (Moon) (8/412):
Successful General Surgeon at Bogra
Mohammad Ali Medical College and
Hospital.
Col. Aminul Hassan (Apel) (8/414): Was
PS to Chief of Army Staff before going on a
short course abroad. After returning, has
been assigned as Deputy Military Secretary
(MS Branch) at Army HQ. Son has been
studying at Mirzapore Cadet College.
Dr. Khaled Noor (Shaheen) (8/417):
Recently transferred to Manikganj Sadar
Hospital as Paediatric Consultant. The Child
Specialist also practices at Mirpur Dhaka (in
case any interested Orca Member wishes to
contact, please call Mob: 017-884746).
Lt. Col. Firoz Ahmed (8/418): Now AA &
QMG at 9 Div (Savar) HQ has been selected
to serve UN Forces in Kuwait. He is
expected to depart from Dhaka in Mid
January 2002.
Md. Alamgir Hossain (8/419): Has returned
back to Dhaka and joined ALICO Head
Office at Motijheel as Manager. Friends are
happy to have him back again after 3 years!
Md. Moniruzzaman (Monir) 8/419 is
Professor of University of Woolongong,
Australia. He lives there with wife and one
son. Recently, he was visited by Dr.
Towfique Islam Hiru (8/432) – from

Singapore - while attending a World
Congress of Doctors in Sydney.
Mr. Mehmood Hossain (8/422): is now in
charge (VP) of Prime Bank Gulshan Branch..
Very content also after moving into his own
flat at Segunbagicha as he can now take a
stroll at the sprawling Ramna Green with
family every morning to keep all fit. His wife
has recently ben promoted as SVP ( in
charge of claims department) at Delta Life
Insurance Company. Good news all along.
Shah Alam Ataul Monayem Ahmed (Raja)
(8/425):
is now settled in Bethesda,
Maryland, USA with wife and 9 year old
son. He works in McLean, Virgina, USA as
Technical Engagement Manager (US
Civilian Government) of Rational Software
Corporation.
Dr. Mojib Uddin Ahmed (8/430): Promoted
as Associate Professor of Accounting
University of Dhaka. He has promised
handsome amount of advertisement for
ORCA.
Dr. Towfique Islam (Hiru) (8/432): Still in
Singapore. Recently, he visited 8 Batch
Friends M M Quamruzzaman (Mukul) and
Dr. Moniruzzaman (8/421) while attending a
World Congress of Doctors in Sydney during
first week of November 2001.

9th Batch:
SaadMd. Haider(9/455):Is arranging a good
number of adds for the souvenir to be
published on occasion of forthcoming REUNION at R C C.
Jashim Uddin Ahamed (9/461): Resident in
Canada looks for joining the Re-Union in
February 2002 at R.C.C.
Enamul Haq Khokon (9/464): Has
purchased a house Atlanta, USA.He is now
unemployed and is looking for a job.
RafiqulHuda (9/465): The great tea planter
seems to have settled down with his new
managerial capacity at Allinagar , Sylhet.He
is quiet upset with his transfer though.
A.K.M.Rahmatullah (9/473): Has lost his
father
Mr.Bokiatullah
on
September
7,2001.He was one of the teacher and first
principal of R.C.C.ORCA held dua mahfil in
honour of the late great teacher. May his soul
rest in peace forever.
Md. Habibur Rahman (9/475): Has come
back to Dhaka from Syracuse NY USA after
doing his Post Doctoral Fellowship. On
return he has taken a leave from Dhaka
University and joined an US Aid project.
Chow.Abul Hasnat (9/483): After retiring
from Army as a Major is doing his own
business. We wish his success in his
endeavors
Anwar Chowdhury (9/483): resident in
Houston Texas, has lost his younger brother
on September 23, 2001 in Dhaka after
prolonged illness. May his soul rest in peace.

Yameen Faroque (9/489): has lost his
brother- in- law recently in Australia. May
his soul rest in peace. He was an ex cadet of
JCC.
Shaheen Ahmed (9/490): has recently
joined SK Fashions Ltd. We hope selim will
not give him tough time.
Wing Cdr. Muhammod Alamgir (9/491):
is doing fine in his new capacity as the PS to
chief of Air Force.
Mahboob Ahsan Taslim (9/492): resident in
Florida is passing through financial
difficulties. May Allah give him courage and
ability to fight the situation.
Omar Farooq (9/517): has been blessed
with another son. ORCA next generation is
becoming stronger as well.

10th Batch:
Tariqul Islam (10/547): The doctor has
left Public Health and joined CARE
Bangladesh as a Project Co-ordinator at
Jessore. Congratulation for such a prestigious
appointment. At the same time thanks a lot
for helping an ORCA member to join CARE.
Shakhawat Hossain (10/553): Day by day
his business is expanding. We still remember
his generous contribution for Re-Union ’97.
Inshallah he will contribute more for the
coming Re-Union.
Mostafizur
Rahman
(10/554):
The
successful Engineer recently visited U.S.A.
Akter Habib (10/561): Is now posted as P.S.
of the Chief of Naval Staff. So ORCA
members, no problems regarding NAVY.
Sheikh Md. Shamim Iqbal (10/571): has
been posted to Kushtia district as T.N.O. He
is a successful B.C.S. Officer.
Akhter Ahmed Chow. (10/548) The owner
of Uttara Central Hospital is going to U.S.A.
on a short trip. Thanks a lot for announcing a
special concession for ORCA members at
yourthnice Clinic.

11 Batch:

Dr. S. M.Emran Ali (11/582): Has been
recently transferred in Dhaka. He is now
working in NIPSOM. Ph #605593(o)
Dr. A. K. M. Salahuddin (11/585): Has
gone to Bahrain in last October as a govt.
service holder.
Fazlul bari(lulu) (11/611):has been blessed
by a son after having three daughters all in
row.
Md. Khaleduzzaman (11/625): Recently he
has gone to Japan taking a University
scholarship.
Md. Abul bashar (11/636): He and his wife
have performed Omrah Haj this year. He is
now working in Biman Bangladesh.
Major Md. Arif (11/637): He is now in a
U.N. mission.
Md. Nazrul Islam (11/639): recently came
to Bangladesh from New Zealand. He is now

working in an Australian govt. organization
in Newzeland. And he completed his PhD.
on Water resource from New Zealand.
Recently his father Md. Alamat Ullah died.
Innahlillah........... He was an Engineer of
Biman Bangladesh.
Mariner Alamgir Islam (11/640): He is
now staying in Dhaka in a vacation.

12th Batch:
Azharul Karim Rumi (12/650): Visited
country last month. Thanks for visiting
ORCA office we are waiting for L.T.S.
Wing. Commander Humayun Kabir
(12/654): Joined BAF Dhaka from Jessor.
Mahmood Hossain (Russo) (12/656):
Visited country for 15th days, he was too
busy.......
Ataur Rahman (Mozaffar) (12/671): Has
lost in Canada.........?
Saifur Rahman (Montu) (12/672): Recently
came back from Australia and joined Dept.
of E.E.E. BUET as Professor. Welcome
home.......
Md. Dabiur Rahman (Mintu) (12/680):
Has joined at Rangpur Karmaikel College as
Associate
Professor.
Congratulation
Dabir..........
Jahangir Alam (12/689): Now working in
PDB
thRajshahi as SDE.

13 Batch:

Md. Yousuf Niaz (13/703): The ex-treasurer
of ORCA was suppose to fly for USA but he
is delayed because of 11th September?? His
father is seriously sick. May Allah grant our
prayer for his early recovery.
Md. Abdul Moqaddem (13/711): The great
ORCA man.. we want to see you in the ReUnion.
A.H. Mostofa Kamal (13/717): Thanks a lot
for commitment to establish a scholarship
fund for ORCA.
Jubayer Siddique (13/719): Came to
Bangladesh recently and returned to USA
after being married.
Md. Sharifuzzaman Ripon (13/730): The
Cardiac surgeon is now in India for training.
A.S.M. Masud (13/741): Is now posted at
Dhaka Cantonment. We are waiting to see
him active for ORCA as he committed
before.
Irtezaur Rahman (13/749):
Married recently!! He came to Bangladesh
from USA only to marry. He was serving in
USA and his office building was World
Trade Center. Luckily he was in Bangladesh
on 11th September. What a scape!!
Ali Hasan Mahboob (13/712): The
representative of 13th batch has successfully
started the operation of their Cement factory
with Shakil Akhter Bhai (7/333). So, ORCA
members
don’t
hesitate
to
take
complementary cement.

14th Batch:
Md. Mamdudur Rashid (14/755): is now
very busy to achieve the commitment of 14th
batch for Re- union 2002.
Md.
Samsur
Rahman
(14/762)
Iftekharuddin Mahmud (14/781), Md.
Shahidul Islam (14/782), A.N.M.Toha
(14/800) the Majors of Bangladesh Army
went to Kwait for a short orientation.
Mir Masud Kabir (14/765): He is on the
way to fulfill his commitment to contribute
excellent furniture for ORCA office. He is
now the M.D. of Dhaka Shilpo Limited,
producer of sophisticated furniture.
Azfar Imam (14/777): Is now very active in
ORCA. He is discharging the responsibility
of ORCA blood for life with utmost
sincerity.
Bayezid Sarwar (14/792): Is now posted at
Sylhet Cantonment. We will ever remember
your support during your days in Cadet
College affairs desk.
Mir Rezaul Karim (14/799): The Extreasurer of Orca recently joined CARE,
Bangladesh. He is now posted at Jessore.
Abdullah-Al-Mamun (14/801): The first
F.C.P.S. of 14th batch is now between
D.M.C. & Faridpur Medical College. He is a
Psychiatrist.

15th Batch:
Khan M. Iftekharuddin (15/817): has
recently moved to the University of
Memphis, as an assistant Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering.
Rana (15/825): is blessed with his third child
- a boy; named Md. Sohail Imran. Any
ORCA member visiting Minnesota is
welcome to stay in his house.
Topu (15/863): is currently working in USA.
He speaks to all friends over phone. He also
mentioned, any ORCA member visiting USA
is welcome to stay in his house.
Shah Sarwar Rashid (15/851): is currently
working in Chicago and is blessed with his
first child - a boy; named Marzuk Shah
Rashid. He also mentioned, any ORCA
member visiting Chicago is welcome to stay
in his house.
Zarzis(15/821): is at present doing PHD in
Japan. He maintains a good link up with the
so-called GONO SHOMITY of 15th batch.
He has three kids. He is residing in Japan
with his family. The couple from East of the
earth mentioned, any ORCA member visiting
Japan is welcome to stay in his house. We
pray for his successful completion of PHD.
Rafiq(15/827) and Major Musa (Apel)
these two are still bachelors of 15th batch, is
it the failure of 15th batch or who?
Noor(15/850) a good "HEART" has started
completing his rest of the courses of MBA
program from IBA.

Major Rahman(15/833), Major Monayem
(15/861) and Major Rupom (15/864) are
attending staff course in the Defense
Services Command and Staff College,
Mirpur. The course will terminate on 20 Feb
2002. We pray for their bright future and
successful completion of the course.
Major Mukim(15/854): is working in
Kuwait Army on deputation from
Bangladesh Army. He is living in Kuwait
with his family. He looked after the
administrations of the three families of
Fanisur, Mesbah and Mahbub once they
visited Kuwait. Thanks to him.
There is a matter for "Gunnies Book of
Record" that three batch mates Anis
(15/828),
Mesbah
(15/830)
and
Mahbub(15/848) along with their families
met in a foreign land as they all were the
members of UNICOM. Their families
together went to Kuwait, stayed for about a
month. They tried to recall their past days in
Mukhtarpur, Charghat and Sardah. At times
it was difficult to recollect few old faces of
Cadet College. It may sound very funny but
its true. Finally they went to Saudi Arabia
with their families to perform Omrah Hajj.
After a lot of funs and joys the families went
back to Bangladesh safe and sound.
Anis(15/828): lost his elder brother recently.
We pray for the emancipation of the departed
soul in the life of eternity. We equally share
his sadness. We also pray, that Allah gives
him enough strength to overcome this great
loss and bear with the hard reality of life.

16th Batch:
Jabbar (16/866): is still in search of his
better-half
who
must
possess
the
criteria.....reasonably matured, high tolerance
level
during
husband's
professional
commitments, not intending to go for
shopping very often, busy with her own job
rather than bothering husband etc.
Hymayun (16/873): is blessed with a
daughter and extremely hooked up in all
schedules for the loving "BABY'
Masud (16/875): an employment source for
ORCA
is
himself
suffering
from
unemployment crisis.
Sq.Ldr. Nabi (16/885): is blessed with a son
recently, may be a future pilot of ORCA
next- generation.
Sohel (16/892): is sharp back home from
Newzeland just after knowing his favorite
govt. is in power. We really want to see him
in the parliament in the near future.
Lt. Commander Siddique (16/899): is
posted with Coast Guard, may be a real BayWatch anyway.
Shapan (16/904): the AGS of ORCA is
blessed with a son. Still the baby is in some

critical condition, let all of us pray for his
early recovery.
Maj Masud (16/910): is in a happy mood by
the admission of his daughter in Aga Khan
school.

17th Batch:
Ashraful Islam (Bulbul) (17/934): Going to
marry very soon. Thanks for being active in
ORCA and please continue it after the
mariage.
Nawsad Ahmed Romel (17/963): Has
become the immigrant of Canada. He is the
first Ph.D. of Japan.

18th Batch:
Kazi Hasinur Rahman Dipu (18/969): Has
become a proud father of a daughter.
Congratulations to both bhabi and Dipu.
M.
Syeeduzzaman
(18/970):
Mrs
Syeeduzzaman is expecting. We pray for the
good health of bhabi and also for the new
comer to her/his journey to this exciting
world.
AKM Ehsanullah (18/973): Finally he has
decided to settle himself in BCS-Police. Now
he is on training at Shardah PTC.
Sayeed Mahmud (18/994): Has become a
proud father of a daughter. Congratulations
to both bhabi and Syeed.

19th Batch:
Nobel (19/1023): Is in UK & doing his Ph.D
with scholarship .
Prodip (19/1024) : Pilot, has completed his
MBA, Recently .
Naz (19/1026) : Major posted in Log Area .
Saif (19/1027): Completed his PHD recently.
Habib (19/1033): Is leaving Bangladesh for
UN Mission.
Dulal (19/1037): Doing his PHD in
Environmental Chemistry, Bhabi is trying to
go to USA .
Anwar (19/1039) : Newly Married, Is
passing his idle time in Rajshahi .
Mosaddek (19/1045): Recently promoted as
Major in Rangpur Cant.
Apu (19/1048): Posted in Rangamati &
looking for life partner.
Mamun (19/1051): Architect, Recently
started his own business "M. Rahman &
Associates" & got the Assessment of his
Certificates from Canadian Architectural
Certification Board .

20th Batch:
Delwar 20/1077: is blessed with a son
recently. Both the mother and child are well.
Tushar 20/1097: has lost his mother. Inna
lillahe……Rajeun. Let us pray so that the
departed soul may rest in peace.
Recently married members of 20th batch are:
Raju (20/1088), Habibullah (20/1089),
Ehtesham (20/1094), Ahsan Habib
(20/1103), Zahid (20/1104), Mustafiz

(20/1109)
Ashraf
Congratultions.

(20/1123).

21st Batch:
Itekhar (21/1126): ‘Bacher Bap’ is going to
give us great surprise. Please arrange a ‘Press
Conference’ if u are crazy or wait up to ReUnion.
Mozibul (21/1128): Pray for the kid of
Mozibul. Early born kid was kept in
incubator of BIRDEM for around one month.
Both mother and kid are ok now.
Shahid(21/1136): recently has been blessed
with a daughter. Cogratulations.
Maksud (21/1139): Have published a
Bangladesh guidebook in Japanese. He is
visiting home just before Eid.
Mostafiz (21/1140): going for UN mission
to Sierra Leon on December 10.
Hamza (21/1143): Proud father of a little
son. Batch mates have already enjoyed
Chinese food sponsored by the new Father.
Bazlur(21/1142): Welcome home. Enjoy the
company of New Bhabi and also good food.
Mamun(21/1146), Rashid(21/1150) and
Tariq(21/1170): got married recently.
Kabir (21/1160): Reaching Dhaka after 2
years from Japan on December 5.
Sajed (21/1168): Proud father of a little
Princess. Also going to join UN mission to
Sierra Leon.
Fahmid (21/1169): Promoted to Assistant
Professor, Dept. of Journalism, RU.
Shahin (21/1171): The only full C.A. of the
batch is going to change his job status soon.

22nd Batch:
Rasedul Hasan (22/1180): has recently been
promoted to SQDN Ldr. Congratulations.
Sarwar (22/1186): All Batch mates received
his Message from his mobile --- “I am in
love (with madam).”
Mahbub Hasan (22/1198): Recently
married couple. Don’t disturb them.
Zillur Rahman (22/1201): At last got
married formally. What about one year?
Living together or …….
Capt. Shahid (22/1209): Trainer of GC
(Lady cadets). What a great opportunity!!!!
Y Siddique (22/1224) : Great combination
Doctor + Engineer =Dengineer = Dangerman.
Saiful Momen (22/1224): Newly married
happy couple. Bhabi is serving for CARE so
he need not to plan a careful and dream full
future.
Capt Lokman (22/1196): Bought a PC only
to watch and enjoy light and deep love story
based films.

23rd Batch:
Naser (23/1228): is one step behind from
going for PhD program in USA.

Newton (23/1235): Allah Hafez Grameen
Phone. It is heard that he left Grameen phone
to avoid frequent calls from ORCA. He is in
City Bank now.
Dr. Hasanur (23/1237): and his doc. wife is
working at Bazitpur. Recently he is found to
consult over telephone for Habibul
(23/1229) about dengue fever.
2000-2001 session was really for mass
wedding of 23rd batch boys. Already married
boys
are:
Nabi
(23/1233),
Mahbub(23/1235),Hasanur
(23/1237),
Bazlur(23/1238),
Mustafizur(23/1239),
Shawkat (23/1241), Istiaque (23/1242),
Gazi Habib(23/1251), Azad(23/1252),
Shohel(23/1253),
Towfiq
(23/1261),
Asaduzzaman
(23/1263),
Sayeem
(23/1266), Khashru (23/1269), Russel
(23/1273), Alam (23/1276),
Sadayeen
(23/1278), Rashed (23/1279). Recenty
married boys are Asad (23/1258), Habib
(23/1271).
Breaking news is that Mostafiz (23/1240)
and Wazid (23/1264) have joined this list
Just couple of weeks before. Wazid’s wife is
Mila. All are confused whether she is the
Mila of Shafiq Rehman.
After Shohel (23/1253) and Rashed
(23/1279), Azad (23/1252)[with his new
born commando] And Towfiq (23/1261)
[with his little daughter] has joined the list of
father. New born babies and Bhabies are safe
sound and we pray for them. Good news is
that Shwkat (23/1241) is going to join this
list very recently. Those who are not in the
above lists are invited to join soon (ha ha ha).
Monwar (23/1255): is known as new Marko
Polo to his batch mates. Recently he visited
India and Italy.
Al-Ahsan (23/1267): Now he is in Savar
EPZ serving in a foreign Garment factory.
Recently he has been seen as a perfect lover
in various jungles.
Khashru (23/1269): trying to be a big
politician. Batch mates are suspecting that he
is now Jamat Isalmi Cedar.
Among the boys abroad, Asaduzzaman
(23/1263) and Kalyan (23/1230) are fine
working around New York [consider 11th
september]. Sadayeen (23/1278) has gone
for PhD program in Economics. Khashru
(23/1269) at Austrlia is very active and also
Russel (23/1273). Kabir (23/1259)[In Japan]
and Reza (23/1246) [in USA] are still in
thirst of knowledge.
Recently changed job : Ahsan (23/1267),
Muntaseer(23/1247)
Missing
Link:
Hashu(23/1262),
Alamgir(23/1244) [boss], Shabuj (23/1243),
Kabir(23/1257)

Missing for long time [as usual]:
Ehtesham(23/1275): [heard to be seen flying
over north pole with two seater]
Azmol(23/1277): [missing in action]
Hasan(23/1254): [Heard to be seen around
Cyprus] All others are fine and as usually ok.

24 th Batch :
Eimon (24/1284): got married but still living
like a bachelor.
Iqbal (24/1309): planning to marry in
January. Family members say 'boyosh hoi
nai"
Almahmud (24/1285): back from UK
completing Masters. Looking for another
scholarship.Habituated getting things free.
Eimon, Al-Mahmud and Iqbal are living
together.
Kawsar (24/1283): is seriously in LOVE.
Akmal (24/1304): is left for UK again. He
could not find a girl of his type.
Mashiur (24/1305): the Scientist recently
got married. Wife is in BD and he is in Japan
now.
Zia (24/1313): is in Australia. Sending jokes
on email.
Pasha (24/1319): taking bath in office. He
works in Afsana Mimi's production house.
Islam (GP man-24/1317): Dr, Younus is
lucky enough getting him in GP. The SPAN
is not enough to write his updates.
Bulon (24/1295): is exploding with his
qualities. Best student at IBA.Captain of
football team IBA.
Haider (24/1311): still in DU.
Ashik (24/1325): same as before. Playing
Tennis with principal of Police Academy.
Future IG.
Amanat (Boss-24/1323): he is simply great.
Offers discounts only.
Saif (24/1291): Going to be a teacher of
Shahjalal University, but being junior to his
wife in profession.
Masud (24/1289) The Don of 24th batch.

25th Batch:
Shahin (25/1335): Capt. Qadir is now in
Kuwait as a member of UN peacekeeping
force. But ‘Khoair’ (most exclusive product
of Charghat) is not available there. So take
‘Pan’ without ‘Khoair’.
Abdullah Al Momen (25/1337): is widely
known as ‘ajab’ (man from Mars) to his
batchmates and is now preparing to visit
Mars with his newly married wife (daughter
of Maj. General) as a part of their
‘honeymoon’.
Ashraful Kabir (25/1341): is working as a
textile Engineer in Savar Textile Mills.
Habib(25/1378): Capt. Jahan is still
available in front of ladies hostel. ( old habit
die hard.)

Utpol Mondol (25/1369): dada is making his
final round in DMC. His heart
goes…Bodrunnesa ladies Hostel.

26th Batch:
Fazlul(26/1381): For along time we have
been missing him.
Ferdous(26/1382): The silent worker of
ORCA. Also very suspicious to meet
someone (perhaps the dearest one).
Masud(26/1383): It is much surprising and
painful that he has become so called political
leader.
Raihan(26/1384):
Has
completed
M.Sc.Exam .Right now is the middest of
despair and hope about the next destination .
Monirul(26/1391): Got physical trauma at
leg but at the same time got mental bless as
his passing days with his wife
and child
Capt. Mahmood(26/1393): Now in Chaina
for physical course
Hamid (26/1394): Now in Bangladesh
searching for a job.
Mohsin( 26/1395): A rare face , very busy
with his profession..
Mehdi(26/1404): After a long time he is
back to country. But he is yet not visible to
us.
Abdullah(26/1411): Passing his shining
days in Australia. We miss every off and on.

27TH Batch:
Ashiqul Hossain (27/1466) : The public
relations secretary has completed his
engagement on 19th October. At the same
time his computer business in expanding. But
we want to see you very very active for Reunion’2002.
Haider Ali (27/1468), Hanif (27/1455), and
Ashraf (27/1444) Married Recetnly. We
wish your happy and prosporous conjugal
life.
Firoj Najmul Huda (27/1462) : Has come
back to Bangladesh from Japan. He is going
to organise an exhibitition in January at Drik
Art Galary.
h

28 Batch:
Arif (28/1485): smiling teeth with mobile.
No is…017483789.
Hasanuzzaman (28/1487): broken heart.
Mostafiz (28/1489): was in Bola (Bhola) on
election duty.
Mizan (28/1495): is coming from Japan
soon.
Salek (28/1596): Boring medical science.
Interested in computer science.
SK Pal (28/1498): his father MR. P. K. Pal
is now the Principal of MGCC.
Monsur (28/1501): expecting first baby of
28th batch.
Sayem (28/1510): is he presidnt of Chatro
Dal of JU.

Asif (28/1512): is now very happy, because
he is getting mail of ORCA.
Yahia (28/1514): is suffering from Typhoid.
Lets pray for him.
Khairuzzaman (28/1515): is taking care of
Mahmud’s girl friend.
Azam (28/1518): Jamat is in power , so be
careful of G. Azam.
Badrul (28/1523): junior gals are
interested……
Monir (28/1529) dancing with strippers in
Canada.
Mamun (28/1531): is lost again.

29th Batch:
Asad (29/1533): The most brilliant and
Handsome
boy(!)from
Ahasanullah
University…… Girls girls everywhere, not a
single
girl
for
him".
Ehsan(29/1540): Going to Canada next
month.
...........?
Nizam (29/1557): very busy in India.
Studying
or
......?
Sarwar (29/1560): He is going to launch his
new brand of clothing "Loui Hossain" very
soon. Thus, he can't join ORCA functions.
Shumon(29/1676): will be a very good
husband
in
course
of
time.
Imtiaz (29/1572): After attending a seminar
he became a very good friend. If u need to
know the definition of friend or friendship
contact
him.
Kabir(29/1559): Son of a Minister. We are
the friends of minister’s son. Wow.
Jafor(29/1574):Bowling very well in
international cricket. A genuine spinner.
Rasel(29/1547): Rasel goes to india enroute
to
Italy.
Saleh(29/1570): For any information about
"Masud
Rana"
contact
him.
Zakir(29/1583): Suffering from frustration.
Samsed(29/1581): Where do u go ouuuouu
ouuuooo...we wanna knowww ..o our

samsed.
Shahriar(29/1553): We still know what
you
did
in
Cox’sbazar.
Ruhul(29/1580): A very good boy.
Zahir(29/1555): Going to England...
Ashik(29/1544): Romantic, very romantic.
Mohid(29/1573): lets go to Nirob Hotel.
th

30 Batch:
Samiul (30/1589): juniors are challenging
whether he is of Bio-Chemistry or Civil.
Monucheher (30/1596): the ‘man of
relation’ of 30th batch is on his full pace
establishing new relations!!
Shahriar (30/1604): ORCA has got a
tireless member who is doing his duties
smiling.
Arafath (30/1606): now regularly is paying
visit to ORCA office. We expect your cordial
participation.

Rajib (30/1615): has got a highly paid job in
a coaching center in Gulshan. We are eagerly
waiting for a grand party.
Elahi (30/1629): is the most ………face in
Karjon hall.
Abdullah (30/1631): calls from Chittagong
frequently, but none of his old friends is
getting the call.
Sadiq (30/1635): has won a TV debate
competition representing his hall.

31st Batch:
Zinnatun (31/1644): Japanese are ready to
receive him. He has got a scholarship in
Japan. Congrats.
Arif (31/1647): is lost. Away from his
friends. Reliable sources say that he is busy
with his partner now a days.
Arefin (31/1663): is now in Canada. Batch
mates are very sorry that hey haven’t heard
him for a long time.

32nd Batch:
Foysal (32/1699): Though he didn’t pass the
ISSB, still looking out for sweets. Carry on
Fat Boy Slim.
Mohaimeen (32/1700): Hey! What’s the
reason man? Chunnu turned into Russian.
(Now he is in Russia)
Mahmud (32/1706): Still getting letters
from mum, dad and sister or someone else!!!
Sajed (32/1710): Hey little innocent! BUET
is not every thing. So, take a g-o-o-d care of
your eyes.
Munjur (32/1711): Be careful child.
Someone has already seen you in Samsad
Bhaban with…
Satil (32/1718): Why did you miss the ISSB
Medical Test? What were you doing at that
moment?
Alim (32/1725) & Rizwan (32/1741): We
are expecting a lot from you.
Rasel (32/1732) & Sajib (32/1744): How is
your business (Business of eggs) going on?
Saif (32/1733) & Mamun (32/1745):
Separate and together, this is not fair.
Sixteen boys have been selected for
Bangladesh Army. Others are also working
hard.

Special General Meeting
ORCA had a special general meeting on 30th
September at Planning and Development
Academy Auditorium, Nilkhet. The General
Meeting was an information session about
the property purchase of ORCA. This was a
very important issue for ORCA as it is a long
cherished dream of ORCA members to have
an office space of its own. ORCA President
Engr. M. Siddiqur Rahman conducted the
Special General Meeting. All appreciated the

property that was chosen by the Trustee
board and Executive committee.
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Article for the Re-union 2002 souvenir
is invited from the ORCA members.
Anything regarding R.C.C. or ORCA is
cordially welcome. But it should not
exceed 500 words and must reach the
ORCA office by 25th December.
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